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JAZZ BAR

SHOPPING MALL

STREET FOOD MARKET

MANMADE ATTRACTIONS

WOO CAFÉ
The vintage white house was 
covered with trees which is the 
great place to relax and chill out. 
Enjoy Cafe & Bakery at the 1st 
floor and The art gallery is  right 
above the café that showcases 
various pictures, models and 
sculpture. Moreover you can find 
a special gift from Chiang Mai at 
Lifestyle Shop behind the café.
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RISTR8TO
Ristr8to choose coffee beans 
from around the world to create 
unique taste of coffee. Looking 
latte art coffee by World No.6 
Latte Art Barista, World Barista 
Championship.
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SS 1254372 CAFÉ
SS 1254372 or Seescape 
Spaceshift which has long 
12.54372 meters. That idea has 
come from Send mom to the 
moon Art Exhibition by Torlap 
Larpjaroensook. This is the 
history of the name. This art and 
eatary space café is located on 
Soi Nimmana Heamin 17.
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NORTH GATE JAZZ CO-OP 
JAZZ BAR
North Gate Jazz Co-Op is the 
premier live jazz bar in Chiang Mai, 
with an immensely talented roster 
of live musicians. The bar offers 
great atmosphere, reasonably 
priced beers, wines and spirits and 
loud live music to a welcoming mix 
of locals, ex-pats and those passing 
through. Do not miss the Tuesday 
nights for jamming session opens 
for all visitors.
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WOO CAFÉ
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DASH THAI RESTAURANT
Built in the traditional Lanna style of 
Northern Thailand with beautiful Teak 
wood, Dash Teak House is the best 
place to relax and put back a few 
drinks and some delicious food. Sun 
yourselves in the roomy garden, or in 
the spacious upstairs lounge, perfect 
for private parties or simply as a 
traditional, intimate dining experi-
ence.
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HINLAY CURRY HOUSE
Hinlay has a great atmosphere with 
a garden and enormous trees overhead, 
and has a friendly atmosphere and staff. 
Specialised in variety curry dishes from 
India, Burma, Malaysia, Indonesia, and 
Thailand, this restaurant is a great choice 
for lunch and dinner. 
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KHOASOI KHUN YAI
When visiting Chiang Mai, you should 
not miss the local dish, Khao soi, a 
northern Thai dish of crispy fried 
noodles mixed with flat wheat noodles in 
a savory curry broth and a place to go 
to for the best khao soi in Chiang Mai, 
a roadside noodle shop run by a 
friendly grandmother in a nondescript 
section of the Old Town.
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HIDEOUT
Just outside the East part of Old Town, 
The Hideout is a small, simple place 
but full of flavor. It’s located on a 
smaller street so although it has an 
open front with a few tables outside, 
it’s still quiet enough. This small cafe 
offers a nice selection of delicious 
sandwiches, salads and desserts.
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ONE NIMMAN
Situated on the most strategic 
location on Nimmanhaemin Road, 
One Nimman ideally fuses modernity 
with local culture through a selection 
of restaurants, art spaces, cafés and 
bars. Offering a complete range of 
options for shopping, lifestyle and 
recreation, the mall was designed to 
deliver an exciting shopping spree 
and exceptional lifestyle options.
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BART CAFÉ
Bart Coffee is a small, minimalist 
and nature-inspired kiosk serving 
excellent Espresso and Espresso- 
based coffee drinks. A small tree 
surrounds the coffee shop and its 
trunk grows through it. Bart Coffee   
is a small place that is filled with big 
treasures waiting to be experienced.

GRAPH CAFÉ
A little chic cafe nestled in the 
core of the busy tourist hub of 
Chiang Mai's old city. Spend your 
time for a chat with barista-owner 
before sipping an expertly poured 
flat white made using locally 
sourced northern Thai coffee beans 
or try a glass of the intriguing 
draught nitro-brew coffee.

CHIANG MAI GATE
Chiang Mai Gate food stalls is 
situated on the south side of the 
Old City’s square moat. The kitchens 
at Chiang Mai Gate sell mostly 
Thai favourites but with a large 
selection of snacks and finger 
foods like grilled meats on a stick, 
spicy sausages and fried egg rolls.

NOWHERE ROAST 
& BREW CAFÉ
Coffee stand that serving both 
Espresso and filter coffee. They 
select beans from local growers 
and roast beans by themselves in 
the roastery as they believe 
roasting is probably the single most 
important factor influencing the 
flavor of coffee.

CHANG PUAK GATE
The Chang Puak Night Market 
offers a variety of hawker delicacies. 
With many vendors offering a 
range of authentic northern-Thai 
dishes, the market is a great place 
to experience 'eat like a local' 
during your stay in Chiang Mai. Be 
there around 5pm to ensure

STREET FOOD MARKET

MOON MUANG AREA
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WAT UMONG
Wat Umong or “Tunnel temple” is 
unique because of its location in the 
forest and its system of tunnels. 
Discovering art design by Buddist 
Lanka. Include 700 years-old-Chedi, 
Mural painting inside the cave, 
collection of Buddha heads and other 
relics from various temples and truth 
from Dhamna tree. 

WAT PHRA SINGH
Wat Phra singh is one of the best 
examples of Lanna style architecture 
is the Viharn Lai Kham. You can pay 
respect to Phra Phuttha Sihing 
issacred Buddha of Chiang Mai City.

WAT CHEDI LUANG
The Wat Chedi Luang is located close 
to the centre of the old city. This temple 
also known as the temple of the 
largest Buddhist chedi.The chedi used 
to be 90 meters high before it was 
partly destroyed in an earthquake in 
1545.The present restored chedi is 
about 60 meters high.
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3D ART MUSEUM 
ART IN PARADISE
Get new experience in photography 
at 3D Art Museum Art in Paradise,  
a fun and fresh take on an art 
gallery that has closed the divide 
between art and spectator with 
three-dimensional paintings that are 
interactive and laugh-out-loud funny. 
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0218 LANNA FOLKLIFE MUSEUM
The Lanna Folklife Museum features 
18 exhibition rooms related to the 
lives, history and culture of the 
Lanna people of northern Thailand. 
Sit inside the old municipal court of 
Chiang Mai, the museum offers a lot 
of information about the city’s history 
in English, Thai, and Chinese.

WAT PHRA THAT DOI SUTHEP
Wat Phra That Doi Suthep is one of 
important temple of Chiang Mai. The 
temple was built in 1927 which is 
located near the top of Doi Suthep 
(Suthep mountain). And you can 
overlook the city from its mountain 
throne.A visit to Chiang Mai is not 
complete without seeing this temple.

BAAN KANG WAT
Baan Kang Wat is the artists village 
which is located nearby Doi Suthep. 
The village include a northern thai 
restaurant, craft shop, souvenirs and 
gift shops, ceramic studio, a coffee 
shop and library and exhibition space.
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Warorot Market
Start exploring the market from Chang Moi road to experience 
local shops and enter the market from the north entrance to 
select dried fruits and taste some local snacks. Take a red cap 
to the market to save your time and spend a few minutes to 
walk back on Kuang Men road to the hotel.

Sunday Night Market
Take a Tuk Tuk to get to the Three Kings Monument to start  
the walk. There are many arts and handcrafted products worth 
to explore with less crowd. 

North Gate Jazz Co-op
Plan to finish the old city tour in the evening at Chang Puak Gate 
so that you can explore the street food market and end the day 
with jazz music at the North Gate Jazz Co-Op. Find the building 
near the gate with people standing in the front of it!

Monk Chats
Spend your time chatting with prep school age monks to exchange 
culture and help them get better at speaking English. Visit Wat 
Chedi Luang, Wat Phra That Doi Suthep to get the experience.

Wat Phra That Doi Suthep 

LOCAL TIPS FOR 
DESTINATION UNLOCKED 

Avoid hundreds of people at Wat Phra That Doi Suthep by 
getting to the temple in the early morning. Not only the 
peace you'll discover but also the stunning sun rising with the 
city view from the mountain that will take your breath away.

WAT CHEDI LUANG
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